Three separate studies have shown operational,
This is because all the functions normally performed by the bleed air will have to be done electrically.
Even though they are not completely additive, the combined cost savings of the advanced engines with an all-electric secondary power system should exceed the cost savings of the advanced composites.
In 1985 Lewis Research
Center completed an inhouse study to determine the benefits of using a 20 kHz all-electric secondary power system(2). The https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19930001268 2020-03-23T14:11:21+00:00Z
Lewis study useda Boeing767as the baselineairplane. The hydraulic and pneumatic systemswere replaced with a 20 kHz secondary power system employing advancedzero or fixed bleed engines. The study incorporated an integral starter/generator and eliminated the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU). The resultsafter resizing the airplane showeda 10percent weight and fuel savings. In 1991,McDonnell Douglascompleteda study for Lewis ResearchCenter to determine the cost benefits of a conventional (400 Hz) all-electric secondarypower systembasedupon today's available technology(3). This study useda 300passen-ger tri-engine airplane with an integral starter/generator, electrical actuators and electrically driven environmental control units. The APU was retained for this study. The study results showed a 2 percentweight savingswith a resizedairplane. Thesignificant impact of the Douglasstudy resides in its value as a baseline to calibrate the benefits of newtechnologyto commercialsubsonicaircraft. Using the conservativetrade basedupon accurate design, cost and operational models provides an essentialreference for future technologytrades. This paper will comparethe 20 kHz and 400Hz studies,analyzethe 2 to 10percent difference and commenton the benefits of an all-electric secondary power system (Fig. 2 ). Figure2-All-Electric AirplaneStudySummary
The all-electric secondary power system described in these studies consisted of an integral starter/generator, a power management and distribution system and electrical loads. Both studies used a distributed power system. The Lewis study used a fully distributed dual bus power system ( Fig. 3 ) and the Douglas study used a tri-bus power system (Fig. 4) . The selection of the tri-bus power system in the Douglas study was not driven by reliability concerns but was due to the fact that their study used a tri-engineairplane.
Therefore, it made sense to add another bus to service a rear power distribu- One concern is that the starting requirements for the new large transport engines may cause the integral starter/generator to be oversized. Since there is only one power system, the generators will become much larger because they now have to supply power to an increased number of loads. The Douglas study, however, showed that the generator may be sized within the engine core with sufficient power to start the engine.
Loads
Both studies eliminated all hydraulic and pneumatic loads and provided the required functions electrically.
What the studies showed was that the Environmental Control System (ECS) is by far the largest connected load (Fig. 5) and would drive the size of the power system.
It also showed that ECS should be studied to determine methods for reducing it's size and utilization profile, since improvements in this system will have the largest impact on the entire power system. 
